
Communication & Language  
Nursery 
To listen and join in during carpet time activities 
To use new farm vocabulary in their play 
To respond to simple instructions following 
nursery rules and routines 
Recognising sounds and matching to an animal 
picture card 
Reception 
Retell past event 
Discuss & retell farm stories 
Sitting quietly on the carpet 
Respond to instructions 
 

Expressive Arts & Design 
EUMM 

Nursery 
Singing a range of farm songs such as Old Macdonald… 
Using loud lion and quiet mouse to play instruments at different volumes 
Using bricks to build stables for farm animals 
Acting out stories with friends in ‘our very own barn and farm house. 
Mixing colours to paint farm pictures 
Reception 
Lollipop stick scarecrows 
Paper plate animals 
Owl babies 
Autumn leaf hedgehogs/ pegs 
Bird feaders 
Food tasting 
Corn on the cob 
Different eggs (UTW link)           Bread making 

Literacy 
Nursery 
Singing nursery rhymes 
Joining in with repeated phrases from stories 
Listening to a range of farm fiction and non- fiction books 
To talk about the pictures they draw and paint 
Reception 
Name writing 
Give meaning to marks– self portraits/ my family/ owl ba-
bies 
Lists, captions, labelling  
Farm recount– draw favourite part of visit and label.  

PSED (Circle Time) 
Nursery 
Sharing and taking turns following nursery  
routines 
To become confident to play in a group, talking 
to friends 
To separate from parent/carer confidently at the 
beginning of the nursery session 
Reception 
School/class rules 
Sharing 
Turn taking 
How to be a good friend  
Independently accessing areas  
Asking for help 

Understanding the World. 
Nursery 
Taking about ourselves and our families 
Harvesting and cleaning the vegetables that we have grown 
Describing how farm animals look and the sounds they make after our visit from ‘Ian’s 
Mobile Farm’. 
Reception 
People & communities 
Similarities/differences between ourselves/ farm animals. 
Jobs and machinery on a farm 
The World 
Farm animal facts/habitats/differences… 
Technology 
iPads/laptops/metal detectors/ torches/CD player 

Physical development 
Nursery 
Runs skilfully and negotiates space successfully, adjusting speed or direc-
tion to avoid obstacles in P.E 
To draw shapes such as circles and lines to represent people and vehicles. 
Practising becoming independent in taking off and putting on coats and 
wellies 
Reception 
Pencil grip  
Dance 
Travelling in a variety of different ways– skip, hop, run, jump... 
Negotiating space safely 
Health & Self Care 
Accessing areas safely  
Toileting  
Healthy eating 
Dressing and undressing 
 

Mathematics 
Nursery 
Sorting big and small farm animals 
Touch counting farm animals 
Making pictures such as tractors with 2D shapes 
2d shape hunt around nursery 
Reception 
Touch & rote counting  
Number rhymes and counting songs 
Number recognition 
Shape names  
Height               On The Farm   

 


